
 
 
Murry Hammond “I Don’t Know Where I’m Going But I’m On My Way” Humminbird Records 
 
Hammond is a Fort Worth born Texan, now resident in California, and a founding member of the Old 
97’s. “I Don’t Know Where I’m Going But I’m On My Way” marks Murry’s debut as a solo recording 
artist. Fifty-five minutes in length, the songs he performs are distinctly gospel tinged. Recorded through 
2007, during the sessions Hammond played rhythm guitar, electric bass on two cuts, harmonium and 
supplied all the vocals. Ably supported throughout by the upright bass of Rob Thorson and Craig 
Packham’s drums, according to Murry’s liner notes, album producer Mark Neill furnished “the rolling 
guitar on “Sea” and various drums and other noises. In fact, if you can’t identify a noise, Mark was 
probably the one that did it.”         
 
Antique sepia-shaded snapshots of men on trains and in cars – heading somewhere else? - cover most 
surfaces of the gatefold card liner [and for that matter, to a lesser degree, the liner booklet], thereby 
furnishing a few clues as to the subjective and metaphoric thrust of the lyrics. In one of the latter shots a 
sign “Leaving Dallas” – an in-joke, if you know Hammond’s history [check his FolkWax bio] - hangs over 
the guardrail of the final carriage. Considering that music was originally performed by humankind during 
religious celebrations, it’s with a faith inspired back to the beginning approach in mind that Hammond 
has created this recording. Featuring additional words by Hammond the gently paced, vocally haunting 
[c/w secondary ghost voice] album opener “What Are They Doing In Heaven Today?” was penned by 
Rev. Charles Albert Tindley [1851 - 1933], an African-American Methodist preacher. Supported by a 
rhythmically percussive backdrop, “Between The Switches” is a just over one minute long spoken piece 
in which the train riding narrator recalls the family he deserted. Propelled by an equally urgent melody, 
“Lost At Sea” features a long-time restless rail-riding hobo. Supporting his voice with a harmonium, “I Will 
Never Marry” is the first of a pair of A. P. Carter’s covers, wherein across three verses the narrator is, at 
turns, the witness and the woman who drowns herself.  
 
Supported by [Old 97’s alumni] Philip Peeples’ neatly suppressed kick drum “Wreck Of The 97” is 
probably the most pop flavoured concoction here, while the lyric delivers the narrator’s confessional 
revelations and entreaties. “Life Is Like A Mountain Railroad” draws upon the late nineteenth century 
Eliza R. Snow/M. E. Abbey/Charles D. Tillman collaboration, also known as “Life’s Railway To Heaven.” 
Interspersed through the rest of this album, the tracks “You Will Often Meet Obstruction” and “As You 
Roll Across The Trestle” draw upon subsequent verses of this well-known gospel work. The hook laden 
“Next Time Take The Train,” a paean to freedom [at least in one’s heart and mind’s eye], is built around 
the vocal repetition of the song title. “Riding The Rods” is credited to Murry and an unknown railroad poet 
circa the 1930’s, while the ensuing cut “Grainer,” is an instrumental that employs an acoustic guitar and 
percussion, to replicate the tempo of a train in transit. Mouthing “ooh’s” and “ah’s,” Hammond’s voice is 
overlaid the latter.   
 
The second A. P. Carter cover, “In The Shadow Of Clinch Mountain” is an autobiographical work wherein 
the narrator reflects upon the events of his life. Hammond’s arrangement and [almost four minute] 
performance of the traditional song “Satan, Your Kingdom Must Come Down” is prefaced by a [two 
minute long] rendition of the melody performed on banjo. Bob Nolan [birth name Clarence Robert 
Nobles] was a Canadian born singer/songwriter who, with Roy Rogers and Tim Spencer, co-founded 
The Sons Of The Pioneers. You may be familiar with Nolan’s compositions “Cool Water” and “Tumbling 
Tumbleweeds,” but it’s his “Rainbow’s End” that Hammond, supported by harmonium, interprets here, 
wherein the weary and aged narrator awaits his maker. Hammond’s debut closes with his songs “Other, 
Younger, Days” and “I Believe, I Believe.” In the former employing a double-tracked call and response 
vocal Murry reflects on ageing and death, while the latter is a simple profession of faith.   
 



All in all “I Don’t Know Where I’m Going But I’m On My Way” is a wonderfully cohesive and 
entertaining aural concoction. And just in case we forget about Murry Hammond’s roots, a map of Texas 
pretty well covers the non-playing surface of the compact disc. 
  
Folkwax Score 8 out of 10 
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